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ABSTRACT

Beijing, as a cradle of modern industry and the third largest metropolitan area in China, faces more responsibilities to adjust industrial structure and mitigate carbon emissions. The purpose of this study is aimed at predicting and comparing industrial carbon emissions of Beijing in ten scenarios under different policy focus, and then providing emission-cutting recommendations. In views of various scenarios issues, system dynamics has been applied to predict and simulate. To begin with, the model has been established following the step of causal loop diagram and stock flow diagram. This paper decomposes scenarios factors into energy structure, high energy consumption enterprises and growth rate of industrial output. The prediction and scenario simulation results shows that energy structure, carbon intensity and heavy energy consumption enterprises are key factors, and multiple factors has more significant impact on industrial carbon emissions. Hence, some recommendations about low-carbon mode of Beijing industrial carbon emission have been proposed according to simulation results.
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1. Introduction

The mitigation of carbon emissions and other greenhouse gases has come to the forefront of policy debates taking place on the international and national level [1]. China, as the second largest economy and the biggest contributor of carbon emissions in the world, prefers to implement its national commitment by low-carbon city policy [2].

China’s economy was dominated by the industrial sector, and carbon emissions in industrial sector shares large proportion in total carbon emissions in China. As the largest emitter of carbon dioxide, China’s carbon emissions are 1.78 billion tons in 2007 [3]. What’s more, in our country, approximately 70% of total carbon emissions and energy consumption are from industrial sector. However, the average proportion of industrial value added in the gross domestic product (GDP) was 40.2% during 1978-2012 [4]. In China, the development of economic needs industry’s drive, but the carbon emissions problems that industrial development brings in are also need to be solved.

Beijing, as a cradle of modern industry and the third largest metropolitan area in China, is experiencing increasingly prosperous industrial civilization [5]. However, the increasing industrial carbon emissions will continue to exert far-reaching influences on the environment quality, so adjusting the policy about reducing CO₂ emissions in industry sector is of great significance [6]. Up to now, Beijing has been sticking to the developing guideline focusing on industrial projects, Foreign Direct Investment absorption and export value while emphasizing the development of high and new technology. With much more energy-saving steps and emission-cutting measures vigorously implemented, Beijing is possible to explore greater carbon emissions abatement potential.

This paper attempts to conduct an in-depth research on impact factors of industrial carbon emissions and scenarios simulation under various emission-reducing policies orientations thus proving reference for thorough decision-making.

System dynamics (SD) offers a novel and key approach for above-mentioned issue, for the reason of considering causal relation and structure decision behavior from the system interior microscopic structure [7]. In views of carbon emissions’ increasing concern, numerous and outstanding approaches have been applied for this issue. Typically, Qi Cui et al. [8] implemented both Meta-analysis method and multi-factor variance analysis (ANOVA) to identify necessary impact factors on carbon emissions, which cause remarkable variations of estimations. Similar to Qi Cui, Fan
et al. [9] decomposed impact factors of carbon emission intensity by using adopted adaptive Divisia weighting method, whose findings show the crucial position of energy intensity and energy structure. Besides, from the point of empirical study on highway construction, Wang et al. [10] proposed a relatively empirical method to estimate CO₂ emissions. However, lack of dynamic nature and regardless of actual influencing degree is the reason behind their inaccuracy and restricted application. [11] SD is applied to address complex systemic problems with the combination of quantitative and qualitative methods, based on feedback control theory, using computer simulation technology as its measure. Fong et al. [12] introduced SD model as a modeling and simulation methodology for long-term urban decision-making based on variation tendency prediction of carbon emissions under various policy focus in discrepant cities. In another study, Richardson and Pugh put forward the essential viewpoint of SD, namely dynamic behavior is a consequence of system structure. [13] Obviously, SD features more advantages especially in addressing carbon emission issues, due to the connection with observable patterns of a system to micro-level structure and decision making process. [14] Additionally, SD has been applied to a wide range of domains, including corporate planning and policy design, public management and policy, energy and environment, theory development in the natural and social sciences and supply chain management [15-19].

In this paper, SD model is employed in a realistic case study (Beijing, China), with the help of Vensim software, to quantitatively simulate and analyze industrial carbon emissions from 2005 to 2013. Model validity test is carried out by history test and then simulation model is used to forecast gross value of industrial output and total carbon emissions in 2014-2020. SD simulation model is proposed to construct a reasonable structure of Beijing industrial carbon emissions thus meeting emission reduction targets [20]. With regard to the preceding argument, this paper seeks to make progress in two directions.

From the scientific point of view, for the complexity and uncertainty of industrial carbon emissions system, it is difficult to fully solve the problem by only quantitative or qualitative analysis. Hence, simulation method that combined with quantitative and qualitative analysis has been proposed to solve such problem. What’s more, we choose Beijing industrial carbon emissions as a case study and the established model also can be applied to other cities, such as Tianjin, Shanghai. The case study chosen in this paper has been the subject of previous work and represents the high level of industry in China. No industrial carbon emissions have been performed thoroughly as this paper in a SD way.

From the empirical point of view, in order to manage industrial carbon emissions while achieving better environmental objectives, alternative strategies could be taken. But the difficulty is in knowing whether the alternative strategies are effective and what the influence for the future are. Therefore, the present study is to explore these issues by simulating different scenarios. The results will provide a promising basis for decision-making to governmental policy-making.

This paper is organized as follows. An overview of systematic modeling related to problem identification and model establishment are presented in Section 2, including casual-loop diagram, stock-flow diagram, equations and validation test which relate to model establishment are present in Section 3. In section 4, we employ the model to predict and simulate scenarios and therefore enabling fulling consideration policy suggestion is proposed consequently. The work closes with the main conclusions in Section 5.

2. Model Preparation

2.1. Model Description

Industrial carbon emissions stem from the combustion of fossil fuels and industrial production. In consideration of the actual situation of Beijing, the energy balance sheet and the statistical yearbook covering 2005-2013, the paper explores the industrial development on low carbon through establishing a SD model and simulating the real state of carbon emissions.

Energy combustion growth is in urge need of more fossil fuel and raw materials during industrial production, thus stimulating the growth of gross industrial output, energy combustion as well [21]. Hence, we can conclude that economical subsystem of carbon emissions and energetic subsystem of carbon emissions in industry have boosted bilateral ties. Furthermore, population growth and rapid economic development have played a key role in the process of industrial carbon emissions increasing influenced [22]. The model is mainly composed of three subsystems economical subsystem of carbon emissions, energy subsystem of carbon emissions, population subsystem of carbon emissions. Besides, there are causal relationships among the three subsystems and the model can be simulated by their interactions.

![Industrial carbon emissions system framework in Beijing.](image)

Fig. 1. Industrial carbon emissions system framework in Beijing.

2.2. Definite Boundary

The research subject is industrial carbon emissions system in Beijing. After determining the research question and the boundary of the system following the simplified rules, while for model simplification and representation, emissions, generated from production process are not taken into consideration due to the fact of lower emissions level and relative manufacturing technique [23]. According to the principle of system boundary, Beijing industrial carbon emission system should include economic subsystem, energetic subsystem and population subsystem, which constitute the boundary of industrial carbon emissions system. This model is based on the below assumption:

- The total carbon emissions consider the process of fossil fuel consumption merely, regardless of the emissions in the process of industrial production and other sources.
Beijing’s population growth rate keeps stable in the future, which is calculated by the statistics of the discrepancy between birth and death rates.

The energy structure influence factor is 0.9, reflecting Beijing energy combustion relying on coal.

We take impact factors of heavy energy consumption enterprises as 0.752, which accounts for the proportion of heavy energy-consumption enterprises.

Based on the principle of boundary, the key variables which affect the system behaviors and divide the system into three subsystems are as follows:

- Energy subsystem: carbon emission levels, carbon emissions in the process of fossil fuel combustion and environment quality.
- Economic subsystem: economic policy, industrial investment in science and technology, production technology in industry, industrial GDP, social and economic development level, and carbon reduction cost.
- Population subsystem: residents’ living standard, gross population and industrial employees.

3. Modeling

This paper applies SD model into Beijing’s industrial carbon emissions activities and makes a further study of industrial carbon emissions. Based on the statistics of Beijing Statistic Yearbook and Beijing Energetic Balance Sheet, this paper runs the simulated mode of industrial carbon emissions covering 2005-2020 by systematic dynamics software VENSIM. The simulation step size is one year.

It is important to note that the software Vensim® and Stella® are widely adopted by system dynamics models for simulation applications, which provide a user-friendly interface. In addition, they offer a flexible way to dynamically visualize and communicate how complex systems and ideas really work by building a variety of simulation models from causal loops or stock and flow [24]. In this study, the software Vensim® was employed to the model building of urban traffic’s energy consumption and related carbon emissions.

Developed in the mid-1980s, Vensim began to apply in business in 1992. Nowadays, it is widely used in enterprise, science and education. Vensim software can establish SD model by using the graphic and edit language at the same time. The established model features advantages of easy-to-build, what’s more, in the modeling process, DYNAMO equations can be edited by operators and it has the function of policy optimization.

3.1. Casual Loop Diagram

The structure of a system in SD methodology is captured by casual loop diagrams, therefore, it is of great importance to construct the appropriate casual loop diagram in a SD manner. Fig. 2 depicts the casual loop diagram of the system.

According to Fig. 2, carbon emissions level is affected by fossil fuel combustion emissions, besides, it contributes to environment quality and carbon emissions reduction investment. What’s more, environmental quality can lead to the increase of industrial technology investment and thus to affect production technology and eventually have positive effect on industrial GDP. More found will be invest in industrial science and technology as the industrial GDP’s increasing, thus improve energy efficiency. Similarly, increment in industrial GDP will improve social and economic development level. Industrial GDP have positive effect on residents’ living standard and thus influence gross population, besides, gross population has positive effect on industrial employment and thus has positive effect on industrial GDP.

![Industrial carbon emissions system causality diagram](image-url)
The main feedback circulates as follows in SD language. Therein, arrows represent relation variations among variables. The direction of the influence lines displays the direction of the effect. The sign “+” or “−” at the upper end of the influence lines exhibits the sign of the effect. A “+” sign and a “−” sign respectively dictate the same direction variation and opposite variation.

(1) Industrial GDP → + residents’ living standards → + gross population → + industrial employment → + industrial GDP

(2) Industrial GDP → + social and economic development → + carbon emissions reduction investment → + environment quality → + industrial technology investment → + industrial production technology → + industrial GDP

(3) Carbon emission level → + carbon emissions reduction investment → + environment quality → + industrial technology investment → - fossil fuel combustion emissions → + carbon emissions level

(4) Carbon emission level → - environment quality → + industrial technology investment → + fossil fuel combustion → + carbon emissions level

(5) Industrial GDP → + fossil fuel combustion emissions → + carbon emissions level → - fossil fuel combustion → + industrial technology investment → + industrial production technology → + industrial GDP

3.2. Stock-flow Diagram

We only understand the tendency of industrial carbon emissions development in Beijing, and there is no necessity of including accurate data, so the non-critical factors do not take into consideration. System boundary determination principles urge the modeling to comply with the base hypothesis, meanwhile not including all realistic factors [25]. We formulate the influence of the population, GDP and fossil fuel combustion on the industrial carbon emissions in the proposed SD model by the following equations as Vensim programming.

Gross value of Industrial output increase at the expense of energy consumption and it is the driving force of GDP growth. GDP per capita is generally calculated by the following equation, namely GDP per capita = GDP/population; Compared with that, the target performs huge impact on decision making process. When GDP per capita is less than the target, the government put much priority on industrial development; While, higher GDP per capita has positive effect on the progress of energy efficiency improvement. Carbon intensity, which determines the difference of carbon intensity and target, depends on total carbon emissions and industrial output and serve as a crucial environmental protection index of industrial development. Fig. 3 depicts the stock flow diagram in Beijing industrial carbon emissions.

The structure of a SD model contains stock (state) and flow (rate) variables. Stock variables are the accumulations (i.e. GDP) within the system. The flow variables represent the flows in the system (i.e. GDP increment), which result from the decision-making process. The other parameters are auxiliary (i.e. GDP growth rate) variables or constant (i.e. Initial GDP). Variables that we focused on in Beijing industrial carbon emissions are as following:

*Total population:* simulation of Beijing population according

![Fig. 3. Industrial carbon emissions system stock flow diagram in Beijing.](image-url)
to the growth rate

GDP: simulation of Beijing GDP according to GDP growth rate

Total carbon emissions: this is our main focus that indicates the industrial carbon emissions in Beijing according to Fossil fuel combustion emissions.

Industrial carbon emissions intensity: carbon emissions that industrial output per unit generates.

Based on the statistics of Beijing Statistic Yearbook and Beijing Energetic Balance Sheet during 2005-2013, this paper runs the simulated mode of industrial carbon emissions covering 2005-2020 by SD software VENSIM. The simulation step size is one year.

According to the industrial carbon emissions system stock flow diagram in Beijing, this paper constructs the system model of the main variables and the formula is as follows.

3.3. Validity Test

For the sake of objectivity and scientific of simulated model, there is a necessity to perform validity tests of total population, industrial carbon emissions and industrial carbon intensity. The model validity test is proposed by the approach of history test. Table 2, Table 3 and Table 4 illustrate the validity test results of simulation from 2005 to 2013. Through the comparison with historical data

### Table 1. Mainly Equations in System Dynamic Model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Equation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Carbon intensity</td>
<td>= Total carbon emissions*1000/Gross value of industrial output</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Carbon intensity impact factor</td>
<td>= IF THEN ELSE(Difference of Carbon intensity and target value/Carbon intensity target value &gt;= 0, 0.3, 0.2 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Carbon intensity target value</td>
<td>= 80.2505 - 0.039726*Time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Difference of Carbon intensity and target value</td>
<td>= Carbon intensity-Carbon intensity target value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Difference of per capita GDP and the target</td>
<td>= GDP per capita-The target value of GDP per capita</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Fossil fuel combustion emissions</td>
<td>INTEG (Fossil fuel combustion emissions variables, Fossil fuel combustion emissions initial value)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Fossil fuel combustion emissions growth rate</td>
<td>SQRT((1-Carbon intensity impact factor)<em>GDP per capita impact factor</em>SQRT(1-The energy structure influence factor))<em>GDP growth rate</em>Impact factors of heavy energy consumption enterprises</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>GDP per capita</td>
<td>= GDP/Total population</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Fossil fuel combustion emissions variables</td>
<td>= Fossil fuel combustion emissions growth rate*Fossil fuel combustion emissions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>GDP</td>
<td>= INTEG (GDP increment,Initial GDP)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>GDP increment</td>
<td>= GDP growth rate*GDP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Gross value of industrial output</td>
<td>= -7.844e-007<em>SQRT(GDP) + 0.1756</em>GDP + 377.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>The population growth</td>
<td>= The growth rate*Total population</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>The target value of GDP per capita</td>
<td>= 5049*Time-1.0075e + 007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Total population</td>
<td>= INTEG (The population growth, The initial population)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2. The Validity Test of Total Population Simulation in 2005-2013 (Unit:104 people)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>2005</th>
<th>2006</th>
<th>2007</th>
<th>2008</th>
<th>2009</th>
<th>2010</th>
<th>2011</th>
<th>2012</th>
<th>2013</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Simulated population</td>
<td>1,574.8</td>
<td>1,637.2</td>
<td>1,702.1</td>
<td>1,769.6</td>
<td>1,839.7</td>
<td>1,912.7</td>
<td>1,988.5</td>
<td>2,067.3</td>
<td>2,149.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actual population</td>
<td>1,538</td>
<td>1,601</td>
<td>1,676</td>
<td>1,771</td>
<td>1,860</td>
<td>1,962</td>
<td>2,019</td>
<td>2,069</td>
<td>2,115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error(%)</td>
<td>2.39</td>
<td>2.26</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>2.51</td>
<td>1.51</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>1.62</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 3. The Validity Test of GDP in 2005-2013 (Unit: 106 yuan)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>2005</th>
<th>2006</th>
<th>2007</th>
<th>2008</th>
<th>2009</th>
<th>2010</th>
<th>2011</th>
<th>2012</th>
<th>2013</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Simulated GDP</td>
<td>7,214</td>
<td>8,227</td>
<td>9,383</td>
<td>10,702</td>
<td>12,153</td>
<td>13,921</td>
<td>15,877</td>
<td>18,108</td>
<td>20,653</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actual GDP</td>
<td>6,969</td>
<td>8,117</td>
<td>9,846</td>
<td>11,115</td>
<td>12,206</td>
<td>14,113</td>
<td>16,252</td>
<td>17,879</td>
<td>19,501</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error (%)</td>
<td>3.51</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>4.71</td>
<td>3.72</td>
<td>7.45</td>
<td>7.41</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>5.91</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 4. The Validity Test of Total Carbon Emissions in 2005-2013 (Unit: 104 tons)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>2005</th>
<th>2006</th>
<th>2007</th>
<th>2008</th>
<th>2009</th>
<th>2010</th>
<th>2011</th>
<th>2012</th>
<th>2013</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Simulated Total carbon emissions</td>
<td>5,854</td>
<td>6,120.91</td>
<td>6,422.73</td>
<td>6,823.89</td>
<td>7,132.24</td>
<td>7,364.92</td>
<td>7,741.94</td>
<td>8,151.95</td>
<td>8,446.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actual Total carbon emissions</td>
<td>5,854</td>
<td>6,259</td>
<td>6,663</td>
<td>6,708</td>
<td>6,965</td>
<td>7,372</td>
<td>7,416</td>
<td>7,924</td>
<td>8,143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error (%)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2.21</td>
<td>3.61</td>
<td>1.73</td>
<td>2.40</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>4.40</td>
<td>2.88</td>
<td>3.72</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
from 2005 to 2013, results show that the population factor, industrial carbon emissions and industrial carbon intensity are all simulated well holding errors less than 10% and eventually pass the validation test. Namely, the system dynamic simulation modeling is effective thus providing the possibility of simulation scenario and prediction.

4. Results and Discussion

4.1. Prediction

Through simulation study of industrial carbon emission system in Beijing, this paper summarizes the simulation data of total population, total industrial carbon emissions and total industrial carbon emissions from 2005 to 2020. Fig. 4, Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 demonstrate the simulated results of total population, total industrial carbon emissions and total industrial carbon emissions respectively. The results show that, total population of Beijing keeps increasing smoothly with a total population exceeding 25 million in 2020; total carbon emissions keep increasing gradually at a low speed; industrial carbon emissions intensity decreases sharply. As a conclusion, although total carbon emissions of Beijing keep increasing for population growth and economic development, industrial carbon emissions intensity tends to decline due to energy structure adjustment and strict regulation towards high-consumption enterprise [26].

4.2. Scenario Simulation and Policy Suggestions

According to the “twelfth five-year” plan and long-term development strategy of Beijing, Beijing will adjust the energy structure, but also adjust the industrial structure, reducing the proportion of high energy consumption enterprises. Therefore, three scenarios were set up, which were single factor, double factors, three factors. This paper carries out a simulation analysis of energy structure, high energy-consuming enterprises and carbon intensity, and then discusses the influence on total carbon emissions caused by these three variables. According to the construction goal of low carbon city in Beijing city, we can distinguish better emission-reduction strategy and avoidable deficiency by changing parameters thus providing different simulated scenarios. Table 4 shows the declining trend of carbon intensity in changing scenario.

4.2.1. Single impact factor analysis

• Impact factors of heavy energy consumption enterprises

In this section, we focus on Impact factors of heavy energy consumption enterprises, its initial value is 0.752, Fig. 5 shows the simulation results while the impact factors varies from 0.7 to 0.8.
As is shown in Fig. 5, the heavy energy consumption enterprises increase and total carbon emissions will increase. Similarly, carbon emissions will decrease with the impact of high energy consumption enterprises. Therefore, reducing the heavy energy consumption enterprises 10% can reduce carbon emissions by about 7.5%.

**Carbon intensity impact factor**

Then, we focus on Carbon intensity impact factor, the equations in the model as shown below:

\[
\text{Carbon intensity impact factor} = \text{IF THEN ELSE}(\text{Difference of Carbon intensity and target value}/\text{Carbon intensity target value} \geq 0, 0.3, 0.2)
\]

We decrease/increase Carbon intensity impact factor by 10% and simulation results are depicted in Fig. 6.

From this Fig. 6, the carbon intensity increases and the total carbon emissions are reduced. Similarly, when the carbon intensity is reduced, carbon emissions are increasing. It can be seen the impact of carbon intensity decreased by 10% and carbon emissions increased by 3.5%.

**The energy structure influence factor**

Hence, we focus on energy structure influence factor, its initial value is 0.9. Fig. 7 shows the simulation results while the impact factors varies from 0.85 to 0.95.

In Fig. 7, the influence of energy structure increased by 5% is greater than it reduced by 5%. It can be seen the energy structure increased by 5% and carbon emissions reduced by 8%. On the contrary, the energy structure reduced by 5% and carbon emissions increased by 5.8% in 2020.

It can be seen from the single factor analysis, the energy structure has a maximum influence on industrial carbon intensity of Beijing, followed by heavy energy consumption enterprises and the final is carbon intensity. It is also related to the change of the industrial output value and energy structure factor, which reflects the main direction of adjusting energy structure will become the main direction of Beijing industrial emission reduction.

4.2.2. Double-factor scenario analysis

In this section, we mainly analyze the influence of two factors on the industrial carbon emissions in Beijing. The variable factors are: Impact factors of heavy energy consumption enterprises, Carbon intensity impact factor and Carbon intensity impact factor. We set up five scenarios according to the change and the results of the simulation as shown.

As can be seen from Fig. 8, the carbon emissions of scenario 5 is the smallest, which can be reach 8,230.48 ten thousand tons by 2020. Inversely, Scenario 3 has a highest carbon emissions are 10,485 ten thousand tons by 2020. Meanwhile increasing the carbon intensity and reducing the impact factors of high energy consumption enterprises is also very obvious for reducing carbon emissions. We can see from the double factor analysis, increasing carbon intensity impact factor, that is increasing the carbon emissions per unit of industrial GDP, and reducing the impact factors of high energy consumption enterprises can significantly reduce carbon emissions. Similarly, the amount of carbon emissions in the scenario 1, 2, 4 is 8,925.97, 8,742.47, 9,678.81 ten thousand tons. Compared with scenario 1 and 2, in the case of maintaining high energy consumption enterprises, increasing the impact factor...
of the energy structure and reducing the carbon intensity of the factors can reduce carbon emissions. The purpose of double-factor analysis is to provide a more comprehensive reference for the government to formulate policies, especially when the government can only weigh two factors.

### 4.2.3. Third-factor scenario analysis

This section mainly analyzes the influence of three factors on the industrial carbon emissions in Beijing. The variable factors are: Impact factors of heavy energy consumption enterprises, Carbon intensity impact factor and Carbon intensity impact factor. We consider two extremes in the third-factor scenario analysis. Results of scenario simulation are shown in the table.

As is shown, the carbon emissions of scenario 1 are the smallest, which can be reached 7,685.34 ten thousand tons by 2020. It reduces 1,427.35 ten thousand tons compared with Current

---

**Table 5. Simulated Double-factor Scenarios Setting**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario pattern</th>
<th>Character description (impact factors)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Changing scenario 1</td>
<td>Impact factors of heavy energy consumption enterprises decreases by 10% at 0.652; carbon intensity impact factor decreases by 10% at 0.8.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changing scenario 2</td>
<td>Impact factors of heavy energy consumption enterprises decreases by 10% at 0.652; carbon intensity impact factor decreases by 10%; factor of energy structure decreases keep constant at 0.9.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changing scenario 3</td>
<td>Impact factors of heavy energy consumption enterprises keeps constant at 0.752; carbon intensity impact factor decreases by 10%; factor of energy structure decreases by 10% at 0.8.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changing scenario 4</td>
<td>Impact factors of heavy energy consumption enterprises keeps constant at 0.752; carbon intensity impact factor increases by 10%; factor of energy structure decreases by 10% at 0.8.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changing scenario 5</td>
<td>Impact factors of heavy energy consumption enterprises decreases by 10% at 0.652; carbon intensity impact factor increases by 10%; factor of energy structure keeps constant at 0.9.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig. 8.** Simulated double-factor scenarios variations in total carbon emissions.

**Table 6. Simulated Third-factor Scenarios Setting**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario pattern</th>
<th>Character description (impact factors)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Changing scenario 1</td>
<td>Impact factors of heavy energy consumption enterprises decreases by 10% at 0.652; carbon intensity impact factor decreases by 10%; factor of energy structure increases by 5% at 0.95.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changing scenario 2</td>
<td>Impact factors of heavy energy consumption enterprises increases by 10% at 0.852; carbon intensity impact factor increases by 10%; factor of energy structure decreases by 5% at 0.85.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
we can draw the following conclusions and recommendations. As above-mentioned, different development strategies in Beijing. This paper concludes with scenario-simulated data of industrial carbon behavior of a system under various situations. Eventually, this proposed model also can be used to understand the long-term tendency of industrial carbon emissions system under various policy targets only by reducing the proportion of Beijing industrial high energy consumption enterprises and maintaining a steady GDP growth rate.

5. Conclusions

The objective of this paper is to identify simulated-variation tendency of industrial carbon emissions system under various policy focus and provide emission-cutting recommendations relatively. SD, which based on the cause-and-effect analysis and feedback loops structures, has been proposed as a new thought to solve complexity and uncertainty problems. The approach is illustrated by a realistic case study (Beijing, China), conceived to be a brick to attack a jade. This paper has established a SD model to analyze the Beijing industrial carbon emissions system. Furthermore, the proposed model also can be used to understand the long-term behavior of a system under various situations. Eventually, this paper concludes with scenario-simulated data of industrial carbon emissions and emission-reducing policy recommendations under different development strategies in Beijing. As above-mentioned, we can draw the following conclusions and recommendations:

- Beijing can achieve the carbon emissions reduction goals in 2020 under current economic development situation, and the industrial emission reduction space is large. It even can be as high as 70%, taking into account the agriculture, service, transportation and other industries emission reduction space is small. So Beijing can appropriately increase the industrial emission reduction efforts to achieve carbon emissions targets.

- Reducing the proportion of Beijing industrial high energy consumption enterprises is the key element of achieve the carbon emissions reduction target. So Beijing can achieve carbon emissions targets only by reducing the proportion of Beijing industrial high energy consumption enterprises and maintaining a steady GDP growth rate.

- Although the impact factor of the energy structure is small, but it is still very important to reduce carbon emission reduction targets. Reducing the proportion of coal in energy consumption can effectively accelerate the carbon emission intensity decreased.

- Besides, air quality in Beijing is promising to be ameliorative through a mass of measures, like reducing the carbon emissions, planting the vegetation that can absorb more carbon dioxide, expanding the proportion of the tertiary industry, reducing the proportion of cement, steel and other energy-intensive industries and improving the level of manufacturing industry modernization.

- Finally, there is a necessity to adjust the energy structure, to promote low-carbon technologies development and management methods optimization positively and to select a path of low-carbon economic development.

This paper provides a research way of thinking to SD applied in the carbon emissions study. In view of China’s low carbon economic develop, in the later study, the SD method can be used in construction, transportation and other aspects of the low carbon study. Nevertheless, a number of refinements and model extensions are required for future consideration: (1) In the process of calculating industrial carbon emissions, we only consider the carbon emissions stem from production process, emissions that generate from productive corporate activities were not taken into consideration, such as emissions from the production movement; (2) in this study, only macro economic factors were considered for decomposition analysis. If the different decomposition analyses can be conducted at the sector level, the results will become more robust and reliable for sustainability policy making.
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